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Abstract
We present a new manually annotated dataset of PubMed abstracts for concept normalization in Russian. It contains
over 23,641 entity mentions in 756 documents linked to 4,544 unique concepts from the UMLS ontology. Compared
to existing corpora, we explore two novel annotation characteristics: the nestedness of named entities and the
incompleteness of the Russian medical terminology in UMLS. 4,424 entity mentions are linked to 1,535 unique
English concepts absent in the Russian part of the UMLS ontology. We present several baselines for normalization
over nested named entities obtained with state-of-the-art models such as SapBERT. Our experimental results show
that models pre-trained on graph structural data from UMLS achieve superior performance in a zero-shot setting on
bilingual terminology.
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1. Introduction

Biomedical entities are used in a variety of biomed-
ical applications, including relational knowledge
discovery (Chen et al., 2016; Bonner et al., 2022),
clinical decision making (Sutton et al., 2020; Peiffer-
Smadja et al., 2020), and information retrieval (Lee
et al., 2016; Fiorini et al., 2018; Soni and Roberts,
2021). However, mentions of diseases, drugs, and
other concepts in free-form texts are highly vari-
able. This challenge can be addressed by medical
concept normalization (MCN; also called medical
concept linking), which is the task where entity
mentions are mapped against a large set of medi-
cal concept names and their concept unique iden-
tifiers (CUIs) from a knowledge base (KB).
The biomedical domain is characterized by exten-
sive KBs such as the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) (Bodenreider, 2004). UMLS repre-
sents over 166 lexicons/thesauri with over 15M con-
cept names from 27 languages. However, about
71% of the concept names are labeled in English.
Other languages occur much less: the Russian
part of UMLS includes translations of three sources
and only amounts to 1.96% of the English UMLS
in vocabulary and 1.62% in source counts (NIH).
MCN faces several significant challenges. Among
them, the incompleteness of medical terminology
stands out as a major challenge. Related stud-
ies follow annotation guidelines, which restrict the
medical terminology to either (i) the source (e.g.,
English SNOMED-CT (Spackman et al., 1997)
in SemEval-2014 Task 7 (Pradhan et al., 2014),
SemEval-2015 Task 14 (Elhadad et al., 2015),
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Figure 1: Examples of nested entities, incorrect
candidates (dotted arrows) and their linking (solid
arrows). UMLS concepts are represented by CUIs
and a set of synonymous concept names.

MCN (Luo et al., 2019), COMETA (Basaldella et al.,
2020)) or (ii) the target language (Nesterov et al.,
2022; Miranda-Escalada et al., 2020a,b). In par-
ticular, a recent corpus for clinical MCN RuCCoN
(Nesterov et al., 2022) focuses on concepts within
the Russian part of UMLS, highlighting the chal-
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lenge that many terms have not been translated
from English into Russian. Despite the failure to
normalize these mentions to a concept, the men-
tion itself may still contain valuable and relevant
information that would be ignored in NLP applica-
tions if CUI-less mentions are discarded.
The complex structure of entities presents another
challenge for MCN. This structure would allow for
multiple embedded entities but is much harder for
manual labeling and has not been done in the
abovementioned MCN corpora. As shown in Fig. 1,
all nested entities help disambiguate each other.
In Fig. 1a, an entity “kosti” (pale blue) is linked to
C0262950 (Skeletal Bone), which lacks Russian
translations, two alternative concepts: C0015811
(Femur) and C0016658 (Fracture), have partial lex-
ical matches with the entity. In Fig. 1b, an entity
“S-reaktivnogo belka” (pale orange) is linked to
C0015811 (High-sensitivity C-reactive protein). A
nested entity “belka” (pale blue) exactly matches
C0036409 (Sciuridae, squirrels), while the correct
concept C0033684 (Proteins) is the broader con-
cept for C0015811 in UMLS. Therefore, nested
entity annotations allow linking internal entities to
equivalent UMLS concepts and can provide ad-
ditional context for linking in a nested group of
entities, especially in the absence of translation to
the target language.
In this work, we present a new manually anno-
tated dataset of PubMed abstracts for concept nor-
malization in Russian. We design our annotation
guidelines to account for a complex structure of
nested disease, anatomy, and chemical mentions
and the partial nature of medical terminology (Sec.
2.2). We present baselines for nested MCN and
evaluate state-of-the-art BERT-based (Devlin et al.,
2019) models (Sec. 3). Our dataset and code
are available at: https://github.com/nerel-ds/
NEREL-BIO.

2. Dataset
2.1. Basic Dataset with NER Labeling
We supplement with entity linking labeling the
NEREL-BIO dataset, the only large-scale avail-
able dataset of Pubmed abstracts in Russian with
nested named entity annotation (NER) labeling
(Loukachevitch et al., 2023). NEREL-BIO dataset
is annotated with 37 entity types, which can be
nested or intersect each other. The nestedness of
annotation (up to six layers of depth) allows more
comprehensive coverage of biomedical concepts.
Linking nested entities to biomedical concepts is
important for biomedical retrieval systems based
on UMLS. If we rely solely on flat entities, the
concept ID would typically be assigned to longer
entities, such as “pain in the head” (UMLS CUI
C0018681). However, if a user searches for the
disease concept ID for “pain” (CUI C0030193), this

nested entity would be missed. In such cases,
more complex annotations, including nested enti-
ties, become essential. By utilizing nested entities
in the annotation process, we can overcome the
limitations of flat entities and ensure that relevant
information is captured accurately.

2.2. Annotation Process and Principles
The UMLS linking was made for three entity types
in NEREL-BIO: ANATOMY, CHEM, and DISO en-
tities among all. The selection of semantic types
for annotation was based on several criteria, in-
cluding frequency in the collection, popularity in
biomedical research, and the “reliability” of anno-
tation. UMLS semantic types and frequencies of
these entity types are given in Tab. 1. Tab. 2
presents the statistics on the number of mentions
and unique CUIs at different levels of nestedness.
Annotators mapped each mention to a CUI using
Brat (Stenetorp et al., 2012) with UMLS 2020 AB.
To speed up labeling, automatic preprocessing
steps were carried out, including the removal of
markup for entities of other types and the elimina-
tion of duplicate entities to ensure a single mention
for linking. Automatic linking to UMLS concepts
in Russian was performed using a baseline that
relied on ranking SapBERT representations (Liu
et al., 2021) (Sec. 3). Following the markup com-
pletion, entity mentions were restored, and links for
mentions of the same entities remained consistent,
with an option to make corrections if needed.
Four terminologists and a moderator experienced
in terminological studies, including the biomedical
domain, were involved in the annotation. Before
the annotation began, the annotators read anno-
tation guidelines and received training from the
moderator to ensure consistency. Each instance
was carefully reviewed by an annotator and then
checked by the moderator to maintain the qual-
ity of the annotations. Following the methodology
described by Luo et al. (2019), we calculated the
Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) as the accuracy
of the annotations. For the purpose of calculation,
we selected a sample of 11 documents with app.
850 entities, which were labeled by two indepen-
dent annotators. The achieved IAA is 78.37%.

2.3. Analysis of Partial Coverage of the
Russian language in UMLS

The problem with both manual and automatic link-
ing was partial coverage of UMLS concepts with
Russian translations of medical terms. In contrast
to other studies restricted to a specific language,
our study required annotators to identify an ap-
propriate UMLS concept even when a Russian
translation was not available, which often required
significant effort. The UMLS concepts without Rus-
sian translations can be subdivided into different

https://github.com/nerel-ds/NEREL-BIO
https://github.com/nerel-ds/NEREL-BIO
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Entity type UMLS semantic type #Mentions #CUIs #CUIs without Russian
ANATOMY A1.2 Anatomical structure 8456 1260 619
CHEM A1.4.1 Chemical 4748 1201 377
DISO B2.2.1.2 Pathologic Function 10437 2153 539
Total 23641 4544 1535

Table 1: Summary on entity mentions of three types linked with the UMLS concepts.

Mention depth # mentions # uniq. CUIs
Non-nested 10695 2464
Nested, depth 0 4842 2211
Nested, depth 1 6407 1456
Nested, depth 2 1414 361
Nested, depth 3 169 63
Nested, depth 4 5 3

Table 2: Statistics on the number of mentions and
unique CUIS at different levels of nestedness.

categories, and annotators had to take specific
actions for accurate linking within each category:
1) Well-known single-word terms such as Com-
plication (C0009566), Cirrhosis (C0023890), Bone
(C0023890). Interestingly, it was found that some
of these terms were absent from the Russian lan-
guage translations. However, it was discovered
that some of these terms could be found in the
Russian variants of more complex terms. For
instance, the Russian term ‘oslozhnenie’ (com-
plication) was identified in the Russian variant
‘nevrologicheskoe oslozhnenie anestezii’ for con-
cept C0854693 (Anaesthetic complication neuro-
logical), which is part of the translated MedDRA
(Brown et al., 1999). We note that the concept
Complication (C0009566) is included in several re-
sources, such as the NCI thesaurus (Fragoso et al.,
2004), but has not been translated into Russian.
During the automatic entity linking preprocessing,
single-word terms that are absent in the UMLS are
often mistakenly linked to concepts that have exist-
ing Russian translations, as seen in the example
mentioned above. While the annotators can usu-
ally identify the correct concept, this process still
requires careful attention to ensure accuracy.
2) Multiword terms with transparent composi-
tional semantics, such as Vascular Endothelial
Cells (C1257792) and Mild depressive disorder
(C0588006), can be accurately translated using
online translation systems. During manual annota-
tion, the annotators are required to first translate
the given term into English, query the resulting
translation, and then select the correct concept
from the UMLS search results.
3) Drug names with clear symbol translitera-
tion, such as cytoflavin (C1701400) and mexidol
(C0128329), can be accurately identified using
translation. This enables the relevant UMLS con-
cept to be detected with greater ease and accuracy.
4) Latin abbreviations: miR-155 (C2003121), let-

7a (C1708690). These terms are usually correctly
linked by an automatic linker.
5) In the case of trademarks, it is often possible to
match them with the active substance of the drug
they represent (e.g., ‘furasol’ can be matched with
furazidin (C0878309)). Hence, annotators must
search for the drug trademark in a drug registry.
6) Difficult cases. For some terms, simple trans-
lation does not give a correct English term. In
this case, the annotators may employ the following
tools and resources: (1) Searching for the term
in Wikipedia and attempting to locate the corre-
sponding English page; (2) Using the Latin term for
anatomic structures; (3) Searching for a more gen-
eral UMLS concept and checking its related nar-
rower concepts using UMLS relations to determine
the appropriate concept; (4) Searching for Russian
scientific papers that discuss a target term and at-
tempting to find translations or keywords in English.
For example, the term ‘vnutrenneye slukhovoye
overstayed is translated into English by Google
as ‘internal auditory opening’. The correct transla-
tion is ‘internal acoustic opening’, which is a term
variant for the UMLS concept ‘Structure of porus
acusticus internus’ (C0229513). This link can be
found via Latin terminology. The term ‘vyvorot nizh-
nego veka’ was translated as ‘inversion of the lower
eyelid’, but the correct translation (e.g., as found in
Wikipedia) is ‘lower eyelid ectropion’ (C0521736).
The proportions of the categories (estimated on a
term sample) are as follows: • Category 2. Multi-
word terms – 43.4%; • Category 1. Single-word
terms – 26.7%; • Category 6. Difficult cases – 15%;
• All other categories – 15%.

3. Baselines & Evaluation
In this work, we approach the MCN task as the
ranking task. Given a mention m, our goal is to
find k closest concept names from a vocabulary.
We evaluate models using top-k accuracy as the
metric, following Liu et al. (2021); Nesterov et al.
(2022); Sakhovskiy et al. (2023). We conduct two
types of experiments: (1) zero-shot evaluation on
the whole NEREL-BIO set (Sec 3.1); (2) evalu-
ation of supervised baselines on two data splits
(Sec. 3.2). These two data splits are as follows:
(i) the random split, which is an 80/20 train-test
(18976/4745 mentions) split with an additional con-
straint: each mention in the test set is part of a
nested entity; (ii) the hard split, where each (CUI,
mention) from the test set is unseen during training.
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Model Ru & Eng
concepts

Non-Russian
concepts

@1 @5 @1 @5
SapBERT .5379 .6652 .1799 .3347
GEBERT .5186 .6206 .2251 .3388

Table 3: Zero-shot evaluation on the whole NEREL-
BIO and its subset of concepts absent in Russian
UMLS using combined English-Russian dictionary
of concept names from the UMLS.

Model
Data split

Random Hard
@1 @5 @1 @5

Zero-shot SapBERT .7520 .8471 .7038 .8031
BioSyn .8703 .9185 .7618 .8504
BioSyn + Snested .8714 .9177 .7603 .8427
BioSyn + reranking .8725 .9208 .7622 .8508

Table 4: Evaluation of simple supervised nested
MCN baselines against non-nested BioSyn model
with the SapBERT encoder on two data splits of
NEREL-BIO with mono-lingual Russian dictionary.
Each test set contains nested entities only.

For each concept, we sample a single random men-
tion from a nested entity for the test set and put the
remaining mentions into the train set (15031/3920
train/test mentions). All non-nested entities are in-
cluded in the train set. For both splits, 10% of train
mentions are used as a dev set for hyperparameter
optimization. We drop mentions that are mapped
to the non-Russian part of the UMLS.

3.1. Cross-lingual Zero-shot Evaluation
We compare ranking models based on two lan-
guage models (LMs) pre-trained on synonymous
multilingual concept names from the UMLS:

• SapBERT : a BERT-based metric learning
framework that pretrains on the UMLS pos-
itive/negative triplets (Liu et al., 2021).

• GEBERT : a BERT-based model which trains
on UMLS using graph neural networks and
contrastive learning (Sakhovskiy et al., 2023).

Tab. 3 shows the Acc@1 and Acc@5 metrics
on the whole NEREL-BIO and its subset of men-
tions with no Russian concept name in UMLS. We
can see that the existing multilingual models used
in the unsupervised regime are not truly cross-
lingual: they fail to map mentions in one language
to concept names in another language (see "Non-
Russian concepts" column. Here, we have a men-
tion in Russian and a proper dictionary entry in
English only). For example, multilingual SapBERT
degrades from 54% Accuracy@1 to 18% when
no vocabulary in the target language is available.
Cross-linguality is a crucial property since most

existing languages either have low resources or
no resources at all (i.e., UMLS provides concept
names in about 20 languages only) and thus can-
not offer a fine-grained normalization dictionary.

3.2. Nested MCN with Supervised Models

In the nested case, a mention m can be a part
of a nested entity M = (m,m1, . . . ,mn). For
the MCN task, the goal is to find k candidates
(c1, c2, . . . , ck) from a vocabulary given m. As a
non-nested MCN baseline, we adopt BioSyn (Sung
et al., 2020) which iteratively re-ranks candidates
based on a sum of two similarity scores: (i) the
dot-product of TF-IDF representations of m and c;
(ii) the dot-product Sd(c,m) of BERT embeddings
edm and edc of m and c, respectively. The model is
trained with negative marginal log-likelihood loss
to produce higher scores for positive (c,m) pairs.
Let m′ denote the longest entity from M . For the
nested case, we define a nested mention mn as
m [SEP ]m′, where [SEP ] is a BERT model’s spe-
cial separator token. Similarly, m [SEP ]m′ is a
nested candidate cn. We propose two nested MCN
baselines that build upon BioSyn:

• Nested score is obtained as the dot-
product of embeddings enm and enc of nc and
nm: Snested = enm · enc . We modify the
BioSyn’s scoring function as a sum of three
terms: Sd(c,m), Ssp(c,m), Snested(c,m) and
leave other model components unchanged.

• Reranking baseline adopts a frozen fine-
tuned BioSyn to perform a nestedness-
aware re-ranking, adding a nested score
Snested(c,m) = MLP ([enm; enc ]) to BioSyn
scores. MLP is a 2-layer perceptron with
GeLU (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016) activa-
tions and [· ; ·] is the concatenation.

Each supervised baseline was trained for 20
epochs with a learning rate of 1 · 10−5 and batch
size of 16 using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2015). For prediction, we loaded the model pa-
rameters from the epoch with the highest Acc@1
on the dev set.
The evaluation results for nested MCN baselines
are presented in Tab. 4. The re-ranking baseline
gives an insignificant improvement over BioSyn,
but the nested problem statement requires fur-
ther exploration. The removal of overlapping men-
tions from train and test sets leads to a signifi-
cant Acc@1 drop of more than 10%. As we dis-
card mentions that are mapped to the non-Russian
UMLS concepts, the zero-shot quality is higher
than presented in Tab. 3 which further highlights
the complexity of cross-lingual MCN.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a unique corpus for its
annotation scheme and language which is curated
to maintain high-quality annotations of biomedical
nested entity mentions in PubMed abstracts with
concepts from multilingual UMLS knowledge graph
(KG). Different evaluation scenarios were designed
to compare the performance of LMs augmented
with KG. A substantial decrease in zero-shot perfor-
mance (over -30% accuracy) of multilingual models
between the whole corpus and its subset of con-
cepts absent in the Russian UMLS highlights the
need for future research in this area. This cor-
pus can serve as a challenging yet reliable evalua-
tion benchmark for the development of multilingual
models specific to the biomedical domain.
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Limitations
Other biomedical corpora in Russian The clos-
est corpora are RuCCoN (Nesterov et al., 2022),
where entities from clinical records are linked to the
Russian part of UMLS, and the XL-BEL benchmark
(Liu et al., 2021), which links Wikipedia mentions
to the Russian part of UMLS. We note that these
datasets differ from ours in three key aspects: the
source of texts, the structure of nestedness, and
the terminology used. As such, it was out of the
scope of our work to evaluate our trained baselines
for nested MCN on these existing datasets.

No state-of-the-art for nested MCN. In this pa-
per, we have introduced several variations of mod-
els that consider the nested structure of entities.
However, we have observed that these models do
not differ significantly from the state-of-the-art mod-
els used for the classical MCN, where the nearest
concept is predicted independently for each en-
tity. Therefore, more complex neural architectures
remain open research questions.

A cross-lingual benchmark for nested MCN
remains to be built. In our dataset, we focus
on linking entity mentions in Russian to English
and Russian UMLS concepts. As we were un-
able to find similar biomedical corpora containing
nested entities linked to UMLS, cross-lingual knowl-
edge transfer from other languages was beyond
the scope of our paper. It should be noted that
while the initial NEREL-BIO dataset contains an-
notations for over 700 Russian and 100 English
abstracts (Loukachevitch et al., 2023), only the

Russian abstracts with mentions are currently pub-
licly available on GitHub1.
Transfer from general-domain data. The
NEREL-BIO scheme expands on the annota-
tion capabilities of the general-domain NEREL
(Loukachevitch et al., 2021) by providing annota-
tion guidelines for nested named entities in the
biomedical domain. However, since NEREL links
nested entity mentions to Wikidata, we did not eval-
uate our models in a cross-terminology setting,
where MCN models trained with Wikidata terminol-
ogy are evaluated with UMLS terminology.

Ethics Statement
The dataset introduced in this paper involved only
new annotations on top of the existing, publicly
available NEREL-BIO dataset of PubMed abstracts.
Dataset annotation was conducted by annotators,
and there are no associated concerns (e.g. re-
garding compensation). Each annotator was paid
an hourly wage of $25, which corresponds $1000
monthly wage. The minimum monthly wage in Rus-
sia for full-time employment is under $200. As
discussed in limitations, we believe these new an-
notated datasets serve as a starting point for the
evaluation of LMs on biomedical texts with complex
entity structure in a zero-shot setup with incomplete
health terminology in a target language.
Our annotations, code, and annotation guidelines
will be released upon acceptance of this paper.
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